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About This Game

Story
On Dec 25th 1925, a Japanese nationalist revolutionary group staged a coup d’etat. The revolutionaries acted swiftly,

suppressing the prime minister, police, major corporations, and newspapers. Struggling to react, the old government faction sent
the order to a secret information organization ‘Igasei’ to initiate an assassination program called ‘Yatagarasu’ and eliminate the

leaders of the coup d’etat.

Overview
Yatagarasu Attack on Cataclysm is an original, traditional-style 2D fighting game with 11 playable characters that takes heavy

inspiration from Street Fighter III, focusing on delivering solid game play and high quality production values.

The control mechanics are simple and readily accessible to anyone, but gameplay is based around reading your opponent,
parrying and countering, and is deep enough to provide an enjoyable challenge for even seasoned fighting game veterans.

Dynamic Commentary
Yatagarasu AoC features a unique commentary system which provides tournament-style real-time commentary based on

developments in the match. Both Japanese and English dynamic commentaries (audio and subtitles) are available and providing
the English commentary are veteran commentators Jchensor, UltraDavid, and Maximilian.

Other Features
Other features include online play with rank matches, lobby matches, online leaderboards, tournament play, Twitter integration,

a fully-featured training mode, and GGPO to follow in an upcoming update.
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Creative Talent
★ Yatagarasu AoC features 2D pixel art by KOTANI:Tomoyuki AKA Styleos (King of Fighters, Mushihimesama, Ibara), and

arresting character art by Miwa Shirow (Dogs, Black Mind) and Yasuda Suzuhito (Shin Megami Tensei: Devil Survivor).
★ Voice acting talent includes Kaji Yuki (Attack on Titan, Final Fantasy XIII, Genso Suikoden), Uchida Maaya

(IDOLM@STER, Holy Knight), and TOUGEKI announcer Koori Masoi.
★ The Yatagarasu soundtrack is created by Raito (Melty Blood, Under Night In-birth) and performed by the renowned doujin

songstress LIQU@.[/list]
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Publisher:
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If you love speedy boy movement, and unhealthy doses or adderal, this game is for you :). I'm a simple man, When I see boobs I
say good game ._.. Nice little DLC, bought it mostly cuz +3 new tracks for radio and ads, bus and decals are okay also.

. Great game, I'm exited to play the full version.
Some people are wanting it to be more RPG, I kind of don't. I'm thinking this would be more fun as a "Legend of Zelda," type
game. With some RPG elements, but I'd rather not be focused on "are my numbers good enough?" and instead would rather feel
like "am I good enough?"
 I really like how the enemies attack agressivly, Zelda games can frustrate me at times because "bad guys" don't seem to actually
fight back very much.. Loved this game. I was very stoned at the time when I played it, but I was so drawn in.
Game left me wanting so much more, but part of the beauty being how much you don't want to know
I was terrified and engrossed
Weed\/10. My dumbass used to be seemingly afraid of playing this game because of the "oh it's just a tumblr meme" attitude
but the minute I actually took a step into this game I fell in love with it. It's a superb, really wonderfully put together piece of
storytelling with original characters, genuinely very funny humour, a great soundtrack and overall just a huge amount of passion.
It's very clear Toby Fox really loves this world and it shows. For \u00a37 it's a joke how much you'll enjoy it for such an
insignificant price. Buy it and play it over a weekend. You could finish it in a day if you'd like, but it's well worth the money and
it's just a spectacular experience. One of the best narratives I've ever experienced and a charming adventure I won't forget.. This
is an underrated game, built more for a niche audience and only providing short bursts of play before getting tiresome. Space
fans and those of the gaming community starving for a true successor to the Homeworld series might find some value out of the
overly simplistic space combat.

Technically a rogue-like game a la Oregon Trail or Rogue Legacy, Weird Worlds' item collection and map generation keep you
entertained for a time before you realize that each play session varies little compared to the next. The small amount of items and
ships don't help it.

If you're starving for a good space combat sim, keep waiting.. I am enjoying this game very much! The art is well done. Sound
effects are really "expressive" too if that makes sense. The characters seem to have a good amount of development considering
how they interact with you. They are interesting and have distinct personalities. It's kind of quirky and cool. The puzzles for
each experience are just challenging enough to keep you going. I also like the slightly macabre undertone of being in the
afterlife. I would recommend this game for sure.. Thanks to the developers for the great game! I liked this game with its
dynamics and combat system! I hope that the continuation of this game will be released in the future!. The game is a bit raw, but
still manages to be a darkly funny enjoyment, like a dark comedy version of Goat Simulator. Just with Zombies this time
around.
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This game was a disappointment for me. Not because the game is bad, it's not great, it is a fun casual strategy game, but it was a
disappointment because it was a downgrade from a previous Alawar\/Buka Entertainment game.

The Promised Land is a previous game from Alawar\/Buka that was released in 2012, it was a game that I really enjoyed for
what it was. With this game I was hoping for more of the same but maybe a bit bigger of a scale or maybe with some more
depth. The Happy Hereafter however seems to be a downgrade on The Promised Land rather than improving on the formula
that made me a fan . For this review I'll touch on a few of the points that I felt really soured me on this game compared to the
one that made me buy this game.

So the game is about starting off a colony, managing the workers that you have to finish tasks given to you so you can upgrade
your buildings and continue progressing. Right off the start the worker system showed a big downgrade from the previous game.
The workers are all generic and it doesn't matter what each one is doing, in The Promised Land, each character had a
description, stats and preferred job(as well as disliked job). Each worker in The Happy Hereafter is interchangeable, it doesn't
matter what job each is doing and you can just throw them wherever and it doesn't make much difference. In The Promised
Land you had to plan out where each new worker went and what the best fit was to maximize their ability to collect resources
and perform the best for your colony. Each worker in The Promised Land could also gain experience making them better at
certain tasks which again added depth in worker placement. Workers could also be stationed in one area and they would
continually work that area and if they ran out of resources they would patiently wait till resources spawned again. In The Happy
Hereafter if a worker tries to collect resources from a depleted area they will just wander back to town and if you didn't notice it
(there is a pumpkin head character they hide behind) then you have an idle working doing nothing. And lastly on the workers,
You can not assign more than one worker to collect resources from an area other than the very last resource you can collect, it
really prevents you from progressing and puts you in a situation you don't need as many workers as you could have space for as
most of them will stand around doing nothing.

There isn't really as much story as The Promised Land either, there wasn't much in The Promised Land either to be fair but
again something lacking in this title.

Art is great in both games, again not much of difference or upgrade, but it's not terrible and is nice to look at. It was pretty good
in their previous game so why mess with it.

There is also random enemies that will try to pillage your storage area. These are more annoying then fun to deal with. They are
also incredibly easy to deal with and pose no real threat, a couple of clicks and your back to the game.

The resources in the game for building and upgrading as well seem to be poorly balanced. I had max workers on all areas to
collect as much wood as possible and I was still constantly running out of wood, while having large stock piles of food, stone and
gold (as well as other resources). This could have been an easy fix by allowing more than one worker to collect resources from
the mill, instead I had to constantly micromanage the workers to have one collecting while another was delivering. As much as
that might seem like it ads some difficulty or complexity, for me it just seemed tedious and takes away from the fun of these
types of games.

To sum it all up, The Promised Land is 3$ more on steam, but you'll get a lot more out of that game compared to this one. If you
are looking for a short, casual, indie resource collection, strategy game, I would suggest The Promised Land over this game. If
you already have The Promised Land and you are looking for something very similar or better, skip this game entirely as I just
didn't find it be near the quality or fun that The Promised Land was.

. Max out Melee Resist and Melee Damage, acquire Berserk Mode and it will make easy work of the Red Baron.
In other words, be Hardgrave and win at Dino D-Day forever.. Once again, Lisa Richards delighted us with another adorable
comic based off Meadow's daily experience.

The story's premise is simple, but it starts with something the average Meadow player is well familiar with: finding the right
animal for the right obelisk, so you can crack it open and collect the shards within. That's when the twist happens: what in the
world is this weird symbol on this broken obelisk and how can we open this one?

The designs are cute and adorable, the characters' personalities apparent in their expressions and in the way they act. Honestly, is
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there a pheasant in Meadow who isn't just as intense as Symbols' is? And doesn't the white fox inspire a sense of aloofness right
off the bat?

The comic concludes with the big reveal of what the animal for Meadow's second anniversary is, as a pack of wolves appears to
open the mysterious obelisk. In-game, the wolf comes with a twist too: it's not your average wolf at the peak of its years, feeding
an apex predator's power fantasy. He's a goofy, old wolf, who's seen all there is to see in life and happens to be surprisingly agile
despite his age. By far, he's the most characterized animal we've seen in Meadow yet, at the point he's got an unique personality
of his own with no need of projecting yours.

I'd recommend this comic not only for what it actually unlocks in the base game, but also for how well-drawn and plain adorable
it actually is. It's a nice, wholesome read, and I'd love to own an hardcover copy of both Symbols and Blossom someday. And all
the future comics, of course!

You're on a roll, Lisa - and we're begging you not to stop :D. Played this with friends and family, 2-4 players. Excellent,
excellent fun. Highly recommended. I've even played the single player a fair bit to unlock ths cars for multiplayer.. None of the
forced choices you make as these kids in this game makes ANY sense.

- Lets run away from the cops when we're clearly innocent and have done nothing.
- Lets go to a public market while in hiding.
- Lets go through someones house we don't actually own.
- Lets get involved in drug activity while on the run from the police.
Sounds legit.
Where is player choice is all I'm asking?
Did you guys forget how your first game succeeded in actually being engaging and good?
Life advice don't do what these kids do in this game.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fp4_0861MvM&list=PLPxxdcb86ZHypUzfcvNDJHJbl8o1pUssP&index=2&t=0s
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lQ5Q5rm5Kp8&list=PLPxxdcb86ZHypUzfcvNDJHJbl8o1pUssP&index=2. Atmosphere
is amazing. But the game play is too slow pace. not for me.. I found about the game on EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of
the game and thought it may be a fun quick platformer.

It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.

Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.

1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique
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